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200 Sand

INFUSION glass mosics

Features
Let your mind wander through the possibilities of design with the 
versatile collection of Infusion mosaics. An array of glass blends, this 
collection of mosaics will make any tile setting a custom work of art. 

Mosaic can be cut in half to achieve a 6" listello/liner.

Approved Usage

See inside panel for more information 
about DCOF and ANSI standards, and 
other manufacturer’s warnings.

Infusion
Specifications
Accent Style
Random Linear Mosaic TGL86

Ice, 100: Whites, very pale greys

Sand, 200: Greeny pale beiges

Plantation, 230: Very pale greys—
some with a green cast, some 
with an ochre cast

Oxide, 425: Dark and light-grey 
tiles, pale ochre tiles

Carbon, 555: Dark and light 
greys, with these colors mixed  
in some tiles

Rock, 575: Charcoal grey, smoky 
grey, and coffee brown tiles; 
foggy dark and light "stripes" in 
some tiles

Clay, 725: Dark and light-taupe 
tiles, grey-beige tiles

Erosion, 765: Brown and dark 
grey tiles with lots of strie; these 
colors mixed in some tiles 

575 Rock

100 Ice

555 Carbon

200 Sand

725 Clay

425 Oxide230 Plantation

765 Erosion

Colors
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575 Rock

100 Ice 765 Erosion

INFUSION glass mosaics
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RAVE glass mosaics

Rave
Specifications

Colors

Features

Accent Tiles
Random Linear Mosaic TGM86

A rock star! Luscious and striking, Rave Glass is a mega-sized mosaic 
that shouts luxury—very upscale and Rave, and very dramatic. 

The oversized mosaic is 12" x 24", offering large-scale strips of glass 
with alternating textures—some are frosted, some have a linear look, 
and some are shiny and smooth. These combinations are unusually 
interesting, adding glimmer and style to backsplashes, showers, and 
accent walls.

5 colors: A beautiful palette of neutrals—crisp white, beige, taupe, mink, 
and charcoal.

100 Crystal

Approved Usage

See inside panel for more information 
about DCOF and ANSI standards, and 
other manufacturer’s warnings.

100 Crystal 200 White Gold

700 Mink

500 Pewter250 Platinum
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275 Bronzed

LAVISH glass mosaics

Accent Style
12" x 12" x 1" x 4x"  TGN80

                                  

Features
These elegant marbleized tiles reflect the mega-trend our designers call 
Mixed Metals—the combination of several metals used together in rooms 
and accessories. It’s a wildly popular design choice for today’s homes, 
and Lavish Glass taps into it. Using rich colors and irresistible visual 
texture, this rim blends the look of different metals cohesively.  

The product is a 12" x 12" x 1" x 4" staggered glass mosaic offered in 
six multi-colors. Like the silvered glass it’s named for, Lavish Glass has 
a beautiful iridescent, metallic quality—and it features an underlying 
graphic image that creates a highly unusual stone/metal/glass fusion-
textured effect. Spectacular in every way, this tile installed on a 
backsplash or wall is simply stunning.

Approved Usage

See inside panel for more information 
about DCOF and ANSI standards, and 
other manufacturer’s warnings.

Lavish
Specifications

Colors

500 Ice
cream, grey, taupe, 

silver, and bronze; the 
color of ice-encrusted 
branches after a winter 

storm

275 Bronzed
gold, cream, bronze, 

and silver; a cool-
colored metallic, like an 

overcast day

450 Mica
bronze, grey,  

silver, aqua, and cream; 
very water-inspired 

colors

200 Amber
cream with gold and 

hints of silver; a light, airy 
overall feel

750 Pewter
bronze with accents 
of pewter, silver, and 

gold; the darkest of the 
mosaics, it has an urban, 

masculine feel

250 Gilt
cream, grey, gold, and 

silver; a balance of 
warm and cool metals
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500 Ice 750 Pewter

LAVISH glass mosaics
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Features
In this collection, light and airy colors are inspired by everything coastal:  
shifting sands, wooden boardwalks, starry skies, moonlit nights, and 
ocean mist. Hexagon shapes, while suggesting floors from the era of 
bungalows, are a new, appealing trend. Combinations of materials are 
fresh and exciting:  stone looks with opalescence and pearl; squares of 
glitzy jewels set against a sophisticated black; contemporary rectangles 
of sparkly black and bronze; and copper and gold wood grains paired 
with rich brown glass.

Colors

COASTAL DREAM

500 Dolphin Fin

900 Hurricane

glass mosaics

Approved Usage

See inside panel for more information 
about DCOF and ANSI standards, 
and other manufacturer’s warnings.

Coastal Dream
Specifications
Tiles Style

Coastal Dream Hexagon 1 TGM98

Coastal Dream Hexagon  2 TGM99

Coastal Dream Square 1  TGN01

Coastal Dream Square 2 TGN02

Coastal Dream Rectangle 1 TGN04

Coastal Dream Rectangle 2 TGN03

TGM98 Hexagon Mosaic 1

TGM99 Hexagon Mosaic 2

TGN01 Square Mosaic 1 TGN02 Square Mosaic 2

TGN03 Rectangle Mosaic 2 TGN04 Rectangle Mosaic 1

Hurricane 900*

Conch Shell 220Sea Salt 170

Boardwalk 670*

Natural Pearl 200

Moonlit Sand 120* Volcanic Ash 150*Dolphin Fin 500 Deep Sea 550 
Wall Only

Ocean Mist 150*

*

Lighthouse 101Sand Dollar 100
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550 Deep Sea 170 Sea Salt

COASTAL DREAM glass mosaics
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